Mechanical properties of human bronchial smooth muscle in vitro.
The in vitro mechanical properties of smooth muscle strips from 10 human main stem bronchi obtained immediately after pneumonectomy were evaluated. Maximal active isometric and isotonic responses were obtained at varying lengths by use of electrical field stimulation (EFS). At the length (Lmax) producing maximal force (Pmax), resting tension was very high (60.0 +/- 8.8% Pmax). Maximal fractional muscle shortening was 25.0 +/- 9.0% at a length of 75% Lmax, whereas less shortening occurred at Lmax (12.2 +/- 2.7%). The addition of increasing elastic loads produced an exponential decrease in the shortening and velocity of shortening but increased tension generation of muscle strips stimulated by EFS. Morphometric analysis revealed that muscle accounted for 8.7 +/- 1.5% of the total cross-sectional tissue area. Evaluation of two human tracheal smooth muscle preparations revealed mechanics similar to the bronchial preparations. Passive tension at Lmax was 10-fold greater and maximal active shortening was threefold less than that previously demonstrated for porcine trachealis by us of the same apparatus. We attribute the limited shortening of human bronchial and tracheal smooth muscle to the larger load presumably provided by a connective tissue parallel elastic component within the evaluated tissues, which must be overcome for shortening to occur. We suggest that a decrease in airway wall elastance could increase smooth muscle shortening, leading to excessive responses to contractile agonists, as seen in airway hyperresponsiveness.